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The Argentine government has partially lifted the freeze on bank deposits, in place since last
December. In addition, lawmakers have dropped a drive to impeach Corte Supremo de Justicia
(CSJ) judges, clearing two major obstacles to the elusive agreement with the International Monetary
Fund (IMF). The bank freeze was imposed in early December 2001 by then minister of economy
Domingo Cavallo and former President Fernando de la Rua to stop a run on banks. It was followed
by a dramatic depreciation of the peso when President Eduardo Duhalde scrapped the convertibility
plan that for ten years had pegged the Argentine peso to the US dollar (see NotiSur, 2002-02-15).
On Oct. 1, the exchange rate for the peso was more than 3.7 per US$1. Deposits allowed to withdraw
some funds Argentine banks began Oct. 1 to allow withdrawals from fixed-term accounts frozen last
December, but the withdrawals were paid in pesos and will likely do little to rebuild trust in either
the banking system or the political system.
"The banks could return dollars, but they don't because they are immoral and dishonest. And
the government is an accomplice because instead of standing by the depositors, it is backing the
financial corporations," said Nito Artaza, a leader of the savers' movement. Artaza succeeded in
getting the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) to accept a claim against the
government for the violation of property rights, which are protected by the Argentine Constitution.
The IACHR has scheduled an Oct. 18 hearing in Washington. Artaza has also begun action in the
US and Spain against the head offices of the banks with affiliates in Argentina, demanding that they
take responsibility for the losses suffered by their clients.
The partial lifting of the freeze, known as the corralito, affects approximately 700,000 savers
with small holdings, 65% of those affected by the freeze. But their accounts hold just 5% of the
money locked in the banks for the last 10 months. Customers may withdraw up to 7,000 pesos
(approximately US$1,900), plus interest accumulated since December. Despite the ceiling set by the
government, some 25 banks offered to boost the availability to 10,000 pesos (US$2,700) per account.
The government expects some of the newly released cash to be quickly spent, giving retailers and
the economy a boost.
"The banks don't have clients. They have victims," a woman told Inter Press Service as she left a
bank after transferring her money from a fixed-term account to a savings account with the same
institution. Some signs of improvement in banking sector The move could be a step toward a
broader solution to the corralito problem, analysts said, with balances over the 7,000-peso limit likely
to be converted into a blend of government and bank-issued bonds.
"Over the past two months, Argentina's financial numbers have shown a clear improvement,"
said Carlos Perez, executive director of Fundacion Capital, a research group. "It could allow the
financial system gradually to start normalizing." After eroding sharply early in the year, Argentina's
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Banco Central reserves have climbed back over US$9 billion, and the banking system's liquidity has
climbed to 18% from 11% three months ago, Perez said. Partly because the peso has been relatively
stable against the dollar lately and partly because of a dramatic rise in home burglaries, the Banco
Central said some 4.1 billion pesos (US$1.1 billion) in fresh money has been deposited into the
banks since late July.
"Within this very abnormal situation, there seems to have been an outbreak of normalcy," said Jose
A. Sanchez, director of Banco Comafi in Buenos Aires. "Some of the pillars of the banking system
are being built up again." Comafi is offering personal loans, the first Argentine bank to do so since
the corralito was imposed late last year. While the interest rate is a staggering 69% annually, it
is lower than the only alternative for most Argentines, the 85% they typically pay on credit card
balances.
The banking sector still has many problems. One potential for trouble is a judicial investigation
set off by a news report that top executives of foreign banks' local subsidiaries had been solicited
for bribes in exchange for halting legislation that banks opposed. "Passions are running high,
and this corruption issue is a very hot potato," said Ben Laidler, an analyst with UBS Warburg in
Santiago, Chile. "It also shows there is no political consensus, which is why the IMF is not dealing
with Argentina."

Impeachment threat against Corte Supremo dropped
On Oct. 11, Argentine lawmakers dropped a drive to impeach all nine CSJ judges, clearing another
major obstacle to the elusive IMF deal. The IMF has repeatedly demanded signs of political
consensus, making the CSJ issue one of a handful needing to be resolved before a deal could be
reached. "It was one of the clouds hanging over the agreement," said Fernando Losada at ABNAmro in New York. "The IMF wanted to have some final solution to the uncertainty regarding what
the supreme court could do including maybe a full re- dollarization. Those risks are now much
lower." Ever since the process to impeach the judges began, the court has ruled against laws and
decrees put forth by Duhalde, such as the bank freeze and public pay cuts.
Many analysts and most Argentines saw the controversial rulings as pressure from the judges many
of them appointed by, and close friends of, Duhalde's political enemy, former President Carlos
Menem to drop the impeachment threats. After weeks of failing to muster a quorum to debate the
matter, lower house deputies from the ruling Partido Justicialista-peronista (PJ) won enough votes
in an all-night televised session to drop plans to impeach the judges for alleged negligent and inept
legal decisions.
"We have to move the country forward...and we can't have the court in an uncertain situation when
the country needs to reinsert itself in the world and negotiate with multilateral lenders," said PJ
Deputy Alejandra Oviedo. Polls show, however, that most Argentines see the court as corrupt and
want the judges impeached.
"The feeling is that we lost an opportunity to give a very strong signal to the public that we have
learned from the demand for change and for transparency," said PJ Deputy Sergio Acevedo, head of
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the committee that investigated and charged the court. Acevedo was part of a PJ minority in favor of
impeaching the court. The government welcomed the vote.
"The government is satisfied because we are now done with this subject," said Cabinet Chief
Alfredo Atanasof. "It had been generating a great deal of uncertainty and the country needs
stability."
The move is a victory for Duhalde, who since coming to power in January had battled to regain IMF
support after the lending agency froze aid last year. The question is whether the IMF will find new
obstacles.
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